
lash curls 101
A london lash guide



The truth is, there is no set answer to this question. The range of curls which 
London Lash has to offer is extremely versatile and which one (or few) you 

choose should depend on your client's final desired look...

With that being said, here's a few pointers that may help you 
on your way to making the decision:

'Which curl should I use?'



J curl:
• A soft curl

• Commonly used for male lashes or the nude look

B curl:
• Slightly curlier than J

• Commonly used on upwards growing natural lashes

• Perfect for use on bulbous eyes when mixed with other curls to soften the rounded shape

C curl:
• Curlier than B

• A popular curl, often used for a natural effect

• Subtly enhances the curl of the natural lash

• Suitable for upwards growing natural lashes

CC curl:
• A very popular curl!

• A visible curl on the natural lashes

• Suitable for lifting lashes that grow straight or slightly downwards

D curl:
• A strong curl, suitable for natural lashes growing downwards

• Perfect for those who want a stronger, more dramatic final look

L curl:
• The new curl on the block!

• Very popular for a cat eye effect, it's perfect for creating a flick effect to the outer eye

• Suitable for deep set eyes

M curl:
• A very fashionable curl

• Sister of L curl

• Just a little more rounded! 

And always remember, that recommendations are just recommendations. You'll be surprised with how 
many beautiful and unique lash looks you can create when you experiment with these curls!

And although there are curls that work best with certain eye types, it's always important to consider 
what your client wants. After all, your main aim should be to make them happy!


